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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello, I’m Cyndi Shein, Head of Technical Services in the Special Collections and Archives Division at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas University Libraries. In this session we’re discussing reprocessing collections that have already been processed. In this presentation I’m going to bring extensible processing into the conversation. Extensible processing is related to reprocessing: both methods strive to improve access to collections by taking minimal or ineffective arrangement and description to the next level.



To improve the research experience, we may reprocess materials or extend 
existing arrangement and description—taking it to the next level.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While reprocessing and extensible processing have some common goals, the term reprocessing suggests undoing previous work and redoing it in a different way, whereas extensible processing is designed to strategically conduct processing in stages, with early work performed in a way that it can be effectively leveraged to the advantage of future efforts. While extensible processing is a more efficient approach, we all encounter situations in which reprocessing is necessary, particularly when dealing with backlogs and/or legacy arrangement and description.



When previous processing actions have 
been performed, which of those actions 
helped the next stage of processing? 

Which actions hindered the next stage of 
processing?

Taking processing to 
the next level was 
helped by…

Taking processing to 
the next level was 
hindered by…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this presentation I’ll talk about some recent reprocessing efforts at UNLV and identify early actions that supported the next phase of processing. We’ll look at four different scenarios. For each scenario we’ll identify how the actions of our predecessors (or sometimes ourselves) either helped or hindered our efforts to take processing to the next level.



Presentation outline

I. Project background
II. Extensible processing
III. Processing scenarios 
IV. Lessons learned

What early processing actions supported extensible processing?
How can we minimize re-doing work in the future?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During the course of the presentationI’ll provide brief background of the projectI’ll explain a little about extensible processing at UNLVI’ll describe the different scenarios of the four collections in the projectAnd finally, I’ll share lessons we learned about how we can support extensible processing as we strive to make it part of our daily operations



I. Project background



America’s Great Gamble
A Project to Promote the Discovery of Sources About the 

Expansion of Legalized Gambling Across the United States

• NHPRC award: $129,000
• 18-month project (2016-2017)
• Process, promote, and make 

available over 400 linear ft. of 
inaccessible archival materials

• 3 manuscript collections and       
1 corporate archives

• Documenting the history of  
gambling in the United States

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In late 2017, UNLV Libraries Special Collections and Archives successfully completed a project funded by the NHPRC. This 18-month project, America’s Great Gamble, enabled us  to process, promote, and make accessible four archival collections (over 400 linear feet) that provide significant evidence of the rapid expansion of legalized gambling in the United States.



19th century card games…     20th century datasets…

21st century resources….

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The collections include diverse materials, such as 19th playing cards, 20th century datasets, and very recent resources from the 21st century.  They support research and analysis of topics such as the development of gaming enterprises by Native American nations; gaming regulation; and many socio-economic topics related to gambling. The collection contents are very different. And their physical conditions, levels of description, and levels of access were also very different when we received them.



Processing scenarios
4 collections (400+ linear feet)

• Online collection 
summary

• No arrangement
• No documentation
• Process

1
• Online box-level 

finding aid (DACS)
• Complete disarray
• Barriers to access
Extend processing

2
• Online collection 

summary
• Original order lost
• Some description
Re-process

3
• Online collection 

summary
• Accurate inventory
• Roughly arranged
Extend and/or 

reprocess

4

unprocessed minimally 
processed

partially 
processed

partially 
processed

Christiansen Spilde Royer Harrah’s

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first manuscript collection was absolutely unprocessed. The second had been minimally processed before the grant, and we performed extensible processing on that one. The third had been arranged and described by its previous custodian, but original order had been destroyed and we had to reprocess it entirely. The final collection was partially processed prior to the grant and, for it, we performed a mix of reprocessing and extensible processing.



II. Extensible processing



Principles of extensible processing

• Create a baseline level of access to all collections 
material.

• Create standardized, structured description.
• Manage archival materials in the aggregate.
• Do no harm: limit physical handling and processing.
• Iterate by conducting further processing in a 

systematic, but flexible way.
• Approach processing holistically. 

Quoted from: 
Daniel A. Santamaria, Extensible Processing for Archives and Special Collections: 
Reducing Processing Backlogs. Chicago: ALA: Neal-Schuman, 2015 (p. 16)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m going to assume you are somewhat familiar with the concept of extensible processing. If not, I recommend Dan Santamaria’s book, Extensible Processing for Archives and Special Collections. This slide quotes Santamaria’s six principles of an extensible processing program. I'm going to summarize how we’ve been implementing these principles at UNLV since 2014. 



Minimally process during accessioning and 
recommend future actions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When a collection comes in, we begin by managing it in the aggregate. We minimally process it during accessioning. We informally refer to this phase as “triage.” We limit processing at this stage—we focus our physical efforts on stabilizing the materials. We look at our collections holistically: curators rank the research value of each collection as it arrives and the accessioning archivist creates a plan for future processing. 



Make it 
discoverable     
online ASAP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the time of accessioning, we create standardized collection-level descriptions—we publish an RDA-compliant catalog record and basic DACS-compliant finding aid online.



Evaluate 
reference 
analytics and 
user surveys

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This enables a baseline level of access to all collections. As people use the materials, it becomes apparent whether or not the level of processing is adequate to meet researcher needs.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on reference statistics and feedback from researchers, we prioritize collections for further processing.



describe 
arrange

open to 
users

evaluate 
use

describe 
arrange

open to 
users

evaluate 
use

PROCESSING
iterative

extensible

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This approach is intentionally iterative and extensible. We processes the collection a little bit, provide access to it, evaluate whether or not users were able to effectively use the materials, and process it at a more granular level if needed.



Level of
Effort

Level of
Control Description Arrangement Preservation Appraisal

1
Minimal

Collection 
Level

Collection-level 
record in MARC or 
EAD (at least DACS 
single level 
minimum) possibly 
with a brief box 
listing

As is Rebox if unserviceable 
in current housing.

Weeding not 
appropriate at this 
level. For collections 
with privacy 
concerns 
throughout, restrict 
entire collection 
from users and 
review for use on 
demand.

2
Low

Series or 
Subseries 

Level

Brief finding aid or 
detailed MARC 
notes 
(arrangement and 
scope & content) 
with 
series/subseries 
descriptions 
and/or box 
listings.

Put series 
and/or boxes 
into rough 
order.

Replace damaged 
boxes. House loose 
items. Replace 
folders, binders, or 
envelopes only if 
unserviceable.

Appraise series, 
subseries, or large, 
discernible chunks, but 
avoid finer levels of 
weeding. For series 
with privacy concerns 
throughout, restrict 
entire series from 
users and review for 
use on demand

“Guidelines for Efficient Archival Processing in the University of California Libraries”  (p. 15-16)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We use the "Guidelines for Efficient Archival Processing in the University of California Libraries" (2011) as a framework for defining processing levels. We perform level 1 or 2 processing during accessioning.



Level of
Effort

Level of
Control Description Arrangement Preservation Appraisal

3
Moderate

File Level
(expedited)

Succinct finding 
aid with 
abbreviated folder 
lists or simple 
inventories. 
Existing 
description 
repurposed.

Put folders in 
rough order. 
Preserve original 
order when 
usable. Perform 
rough sort of 
loose items.

Replace boxes. Retain 
existing folders and 
labels when in good 
shape.

Appraise at the folder 
level; avoid finer levels 
of weeding. Segregate 
folders with privacy 
concerns.

4
Intensive

Folder Level
(traditional)

Finding aid 
includes detailed 
folder lists, scope 
and content 
notes, and/or 
historical notes. 
Folder titles are 
refined and 
standardized.

Put folders in 
order. Impose new 
organizational 
scheme or make 
significant 
improvements. 
Sort loose items 
into folders.

Replace boxes and 
folders. Selectively 
perform preservation 
actions for fragile or 
valuable items.

Appraise at the folder 
level; avoid finer levels 
of weeding. Segregate 
folders with privacy 
concerns.

“Guidelines for Efficient Archival Processing in the University of California Libraries”  (p. 15-16)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The collections selected for the grant project were identified as having high research value, and were worthy of more detailed processing. With few exceptions, we performed moderate to intensive processing on these collections.



III. Processing scenarios



Eugene Martin Christiansen Papers, 
1948-2017 (bulk 1975-2005)

Prior to grant work:
• Extent

• Approximately 155 linear ft
• 91 boxes and 11 filing cabinets

• Physical access
• Unprocessed, donor kept 50% in alpha order
• Inaccessible, stored on wrapped pallets off-site

• Intellectual access 
• Brief abstract on UNLV Libraries’ website

1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s talk about collection number 1, the Christiansen Papers. Prior to the grant, this collection was completely unprocessed and was described only by a brief abstract. No reprocessing was performed so we’ll not spend much time on this one.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
It was completely inaccessible prior to the grant work.



Moderate processing (level 3-ish)
• Preserved original order when discernable
• Retained existing folders and labels when possible

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because more than half the collection was in good shape physically and had been fairly well organized by the creator, we were able to perform level 3 processing on most of it. We reused existing folders when possible and enhanced the labels when needed. You can see here a mix of the creator’s original folders and labels, as well as newer archival folders.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
By processing this collection at a moderate level, we made it very accessible.



Christiansen papers

Processing was 
helped by:

Processing was 
hindered by:

No prior work had been performed. 

• n/a• n/a

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What helped us? What hindered us? No prior work had been performed on this collection. It did not have any background information. There was nothing to help us and nothing to hinder us.



Katherine A. Spilde Papers on Native 
American Gaming, 1970-2015

Prior to grant work:
• Extent

• 54 linear ft
• 49 boxes and 1 OS flat file

• Physical access
• Unprocessed, no order, misleading folder titles
• Stored on site, frequently used

• Intellectual access 
• Box-level finding aid online
• Collection-level MARC records online

2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Collection number 2, the Katherine Spilde Papers on Native American Gaming had been minimally described at the box level during accessioning in 2014. It had been reboxed, but no other physical work had been performed. Because it was so disorganized upon receipt, it was difficult to summarize the contents of each box. The box-level description was therefore vague, incomplete, and so similar from one box to the next that it was almost useless.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
In spite of the vague description and difficulty in accessing the materials, the collection was used immediately after the description went online. This visiting scholar did intensive research in the collection in 2014, and you can see the box she’s using has a big chunk of loose papers in it. Repeated use by different types of researchers demonstrated high research interest. User feedback confirmed that there were many barriers to accessing these materials.



Series I. Regional subject 
files, 1859, 1908, 1970-2016
• Alaska 
• California 
• Columbia Plateau 
• Great Basin 
• Great Lakes 
• Hawai’i 
• Northeast 
• Northwest Coast 
• Plains 
• Southeast 
• Southwest  
• United States 
• International

Series II. Professional 
activities files, 1980-2015
• National Gambling Impact 

Study Commission (NGISC)
• National Indian Gaming 

Association (NIGA) and the 
National Congress of 
American Indians (NCAI) 
Joint Task Force

• Harvard Project on 
American Indian Economic 
Development…

Series III. General subject 
files, 1789…1971-2014
• Economic
• Gaming
• Regulatory…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on feedback from users and in consultation with the creator, we came up with a framework of series and developed a processing plan. The creator confirmed that there was little order to the materials and concurred with our plan.



Highly intensive, item-level arrangement (level 5) of subject files 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The lack of organization of the materials meant that we had to sort much of the collection at the item-level just to make it usable. You can see here we had Post-its on shelves representing geographic regions to aid us in sorting the subject files. We physically arranged most of this collection at the item-level.



Level of
Effort

Level of
Control Description Arrangement Preservation Appraisal

4
Intensive

Folder Level
(traditional)

Finding aid 
includes detailed 
folder lists, scope 
and content 
notes, and/or 
historical notes. 
Folder titles are 
refined and 
standardized.

Put folders in 
order. Impose new 
organizational 
scheme or make 
significant 
improvements. 
Sort loose items 
into folders.

Replace boxes and 
folders. Selectively 
perform preservation 
actions for fragile or 
valuable items.

Appraise at the folder 
level; avoid finer levels 
of weeding. Segregate 
folders with privacy 
concerns.

5
Highly 

Intensive

Item Level Detailed finding 
aid includes item 
lists, or folder lists 
with explanatory 
notes.

Items are placed 
in order in boxes 
and folders.

Replace boxes and 
folders. 
Comprehensively 
address housing or 
preservation needs 
for fragile items.
Reformat audio-visual 
material.

Item-level weeding 
appropriate. 
Segregate items with 
privacy concerns.

“Guidelines for Efficient Archival Processing in the University of California Libraries”  (p. 15-16)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This work was highly intensive (level 5 arrangement)—far more than we normally perform on a manuscript collection. We then performed a level 4 description. 



Excerpt from 2014 finding aid, box-level description

Box description

Box 04 Includes subject files related to Native American tribal gaming in California, 
Idaho, Oregon, Arizona, Louisiana, Colorado, The Ute Mountain Tribe and The 
State of Colorado Gaming Impact, articles on reservations as an idea, article on 
Indian Identify Impact Studies in Idaho, Iowa, Kansas, Washington, New Mexico, 
California, Arizona, Louisiana, and Louisiana Tribes (1979-2002).

Box 07 Includes subject files related to Native American tribal gaming in California, 
Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, reports on economic effects, Studies, Surveys, 
articles on gaming in Mississippi, legal cases (civil Actions between state and 
tribes), Impact statements, journals articles, reports, case study (Mississippi), 
journal articles, Law Review article, Supreme Court decisions, NGISC testimony, 
NGIS Final Rulings, Statistics on economic Impact of Indian Gaming, General 
Accounting Office (D.C.) on Indian Gaming Activities, Tribal – State Compact List 
(1997), legislation, legal cases, rulings (1989-2006).

Box 09 Materials include impact studies for Nevada, Nebraska, North Dakota, South 
Dakota, Colorado, Georgia, Texas, Montana, Delaware (1988-2001), Havasupai 
Tribal Litigation (California) packet, Tribal State Compact between the Choctaw of 
Oklahoma and the State of Oklahoma, Tasin Survey, Tribal State Compact between 
the Tonkawa Tribe of Oklahoma and the State of Oklahoma…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an excerpt from the original box-level description. Prior to the grant, there were materials on several states in almost every box and materials on a single state were spread over dozens of boxes. This slide shows only three boxes—you can see, for example that files on California gaming were all over the place.



Excerpt from 2016 finding aid, Series I.B. California files

Folder title

National Indian Gaming Association (NIGA) draft resolution on internet gaming, 
California Assembly Bill number 1614 summary, and newspaper article, 1998, 
undated

Box 01

Reports, email correspondence, state-tribal collaborative bill proposition draft, and 
California Common Cause, "Gambling Industry Emerges as Top Campaign 
Contributor in California" report, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2009

Box 01

Newspaper articles about joint enterprises involving the Agua Caliente ʔivitem
(Agua Caliente Band of Cahuilla Indians of the Agua Caliente Indian Reservation), 
Iviatim and Maarenga'yam (Morongo Band of Mission Indians), Cabazon ʔivitem
(Cabazon Band of Mission Indians), Yuhaviatam (San Manuel Band of Mission 
Indians), Viejas Kumeyaay (Viejas [Baron Long] Group of Capitan Grande Band of 
Mission Indians of the Viejas Reservation), 2000-2003

Box 02

California Council on Problem Gambling materials including agendas, mission 
statement, correspondence, applications, contract, fundraising data, teen 
education project fliers, Spilde's notes, and resignation letter in support of Spilde, 
2000, 2003-2004

Box 02

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During the grant we performed folder-level description. Here are some new folder descriptions for California topics. We listed not only the geographic region, but also the Indigenous name and the Federal Register name for each tribe. The new description strongly supports keyword searching by providing variant names.



User feedback now 
indicates a high level of 
satisfaction with the 
collection description and 
physical arrangement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scholars and undergraduate classes that have used the collection since we completed the grant work have been able to find what they’re looking for with ease.



Spilde papers
Processing was 
helped by:
• Collection level 

description and 
biographical note

• Accessioner’s notes in 
collection file: 
documentation of 
conversations with 
creator and users, and 
suggested arrangement

Processing was 
hindered by:
• n/a

The minimal processing 
left a lot to be desired, but 
it did not hinder the next 
stage of processing in any 
way. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This collection is an example of extensible processing. What helped us? What hindered us? The most helpful aspect of work that had been previously performed was the collection-level description and internal notes. The biographical note listed the creator’s committee work, which helped us recognize her major projects while we were organizing the materials. Since the initial physical processing was very minimal, it wasn’t at all helpful, but it also meant that no work was redone and no prior labor was wasted.



Gary W. Royer Collection on Gaming, 
1950-2009 (bulk 1970-1995)

Prior to grant work:
• Extent

• 112 linear ft
• 139 boxes

• Physical access
• 50 feet in archival boxes on site
• The rest inaccessible, stored on pallets off site

• Intellectual access 
• Brief collection summary on UNLV Libraries’ website
• Donor’s description provided context, but did not 

align with physical materials

3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The third collection of the grant project was the Royer Collection on Gaming. Prior to the grant, it was largely inaccessible. We had a brief collection summary online and some confusing documentation behind-the-scenes.



UNLV William F. Harrah’s College of Hospitality
Ranked the world’s best college for hospitality and leisure management in 2017
https://www.topuniversities.com/university-rankings/university-subject-rankings/2017/hospitality-leisure-management

• The Royer collection was the cornerstone of its gaming resource library
• Transferred to the University Libraries Special Collections & Archives in 1995

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This collection was formerly held by the International Gaming Institute of the College of Hospitality at UNLV, which is currently ranked number one in the world for hospitality and leisure management. The Royer collection was the cornerstone of the college’s gaming resource library before they transferred it to Special Collections and Archives in 1995.



New arrangement
I. Legislative and regulatory files, 1950-2009
II. Gaming management and operational control files, 1965-2009
III. Gaming industry vendor files, 1974-2000
IV. Gaming research files, 1960-2008

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the top half of the screen you can see documentation that indicated that the collection was originally described and organized in series. Some 20 years later, this legacy description provided valuable background information for the grant team. We used these series descriptions to understand the original order and, in some cases, to restore that order. We generally followed this series framework, except that we ultimately combined two of the series.



Subseries 
established 
by former 
custodian

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although the original series descriptions were very helpful, most of the subseries did not match the any of the physical materials we had in hand. This caused no end of confusion. We never entirely matched things up, but we did figure out one important thing: about 40 feet of publications had been removed and cataloged individually many years ago, but the collection description and extent had never been updated. We were looking for material that was not there.



Rehoused 50 feet of binders before surveying entire collection

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another aspect of work done prior to the grant that proved unhelpful, was the removal of documents from binders. About 50 feet of on-site materials were originally organized in labeled binders. Over time some of the pages had slipped out of the rings and were being damaged. Two years before the grant project, an intern removed materials from binders for preservation purposes... and she inadvertently mixed them all up. During the grant, we reprocessed the 50 feet that had been rehoused prior to the grant.



Royer collection
Processing was 
helped by:
• Legacy collection 

description provided 
background, context, and 
research value

• Legacy series description 
informed arrangement

Gave us an understanding  
of relationships between 
materials and a starting 
point for the processing plan

Processing was 
hindered by:
• Inventory did not match 

what was in boxes
• Collection file was not up 

to date
• Materials from binders 

had to be re-processed

We wasted time looking for 
materials that were not there 
and misjudged the extent of 
the collection

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What helped us? What hindered us? The legacy collection description provided by the original custodian was very helpful. It was far from perfect, but it gave us a solid starting point for our processing plan and definitely informed the final arrangement. What proved to be least helpful? The fact that the inventory did not match the physical contents cost us many hours as we tried to reconcile the description with the materials we had in hand. Also, the fact that original order was obscured by the early rehousing efforts made the materials more difficult to arrange later. During the grant we reprocessed pretty much everything that had ever been done.



Harrah’s Entertainment Corporate 
Archives, 1811-2004 (bulk 1940-2000)

Prior to grant work:
• Extent

• 80 linear feet
• 72 boxes and 122 binders

• Physical access
• Documents foldered and roughly arranged;  oversized 

documents,  objects, and items in binders needed 
rehousing; legacy description was accurate and helpful

• Stored on site
• Intellectual access 

• Brief abstract on UNLV Libraries’ website
• Rough inventory (not online), no dates

4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The final collection processed during the project was Harrah’s Entertainment Corporate Archives. Prior to the grant there was a brief summary of this collection online and a rough inventory behind the scenes. When it was received in 2002, an archivist began a finding aid and rehoused some of the materials.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The archivist had refoldered and described materials in the first 21 boxes at the folder level. The 2002 description was inconsistent and incomplete, but it was still very helpful because, even though only 21 boxes had been processed, the inventory did accurately list the contents of all 72 boxes.



Separation Note

“A portion of the loose 
photographs were 
separated and processed 
as the Harrah’s 
Photograph Collection 
(PH-00331), which has an 
item level inventory.

Corporate publications 
listed in the inventory are 
shelved separately with 
within UNLV Special 
Collections periodicals...” 

Organizational History 
Note was three pages long and helped 
processors understand the context and 
importance of the materials.

Collection Scope and Contents Note
“The Harrah’s Entertainment, Inc. Collection  
was consciously created and developed as a 
corporate archives by Harrah’s corporate 
communications department and includes 
extensive promotional, entertainment and 
financial publications and files, and hundreds 
of photographs documenting the history and 
growth of the company, the construction and 
openings of its resort complexes, it’s 
operations, and the people who worked and 
performed at Harrah’s…”

The 2002 finding aid was incomplete, but 
contained very helpful front matter

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The notes in the 2002 draft finding aid were excellent. The front matter provided the 2017 processing team with very helpful contextual information. Unlike the inventory of the Royer collection, the Harrah’s finding aid included a separation note, indicating that some publications and photographs had been removed and cataloged separately.



Rearranged groups of files, enhanced folder  
descriptions, and added dates

2002 Inventory Box 1 
Folder# and title
1 Bill Harrah – biographical articles
2 Bill Harrah and his business – clippings 
3 Bill Harrah’s houses 
4 Bill Harrah – surgery
5 Bill Harrah – obituaries
6 Bill Harrah – obituaries
7 Bill Harrah’s estate
8 Bill Harrah – memorial publications
9 Bill Harrah – memorials, testimonials, Hall of 
Fame Dinner
10 Bill Harrah’s successors
11 “Out of the Past” – notes and drafts for 
Harrah-scope articles
12 Harrah’s first public stock offering, 1971
13 Press Releases 1972-75
14 Harrah’s 40th Anniversary - clippings
15 Harrah’s 40th Anniversary – clippings

2017 Folder Descriptions from Series III 

Harrah family photographs and personal files, 
1958-1990

Bill Harrah biography material: interviews, 
news articles, and quotes, 1964-1982 (box 125)

News articles on Harrah's 40th anniversary and 
Australia expansion, 1977 (box 125)

News articles about Harrah's 40th anniversary, 
1970s-1980s (box 126)

Bill Harrah's house: exterior elevation drawings 
of Harrah home in Lake Tahoe by architect 
William C. Wagner, brochures about Harrah's 
Middle Fork Lodge, and construction 
photographs, 1962, 1988 (box 126)

Press releases and news articles about Bill 
Harrah's aneurysm surgery, 1978 box (126)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While processing the Harrah’s archives, the grant team rearranged folders into series and subseries and rewrote folder descriptions. On the left of the screen is the 2002 folder-level description of box 1. On the right shows the enhanced 2017 descriptions for some of those folders in corresponding colors. You can see most of the 2002 folder descriptions were vague and lacked dates. You can also see that materials from original box 1 ended up in boxes 125 and 126. The folders had been physically numbered in 2002—when the materials were rearranged during reprocessing in 2017, the 2002 folder numbers became inaccurate.



2002 description of the playing cards:

“Historic playing card collection (21 boxes)”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We reprocessed the first 21 boxes, and performed extensible processing on the remainder of the materials. For example, Series 2 of this archives is comprised of over 350 card games, some of which are very rare and date back to the 1800s. Prior to the grant work, these playing cards were in no particular order and had been described only by the brief statement in this slide, “Historic playing card collection, 21 boxes.”



Japan
• Yamayo and Company Perfection 

playing card company, undated (box 
109)

• Tanaka and Company Great 
Tajmahal, undated (box 109)

• Star Playing Cards, approximately 
1922 (box 109)

• Marufuku Nintendo Card Company 
Round Corners No.1, approximately 
1889-1965 (box 110)

Germany
• Unknown publisher, brown gingham 

pattern, approximately 1930s-1947 
(box 110)

• Bridge Romme-Whist Nr. 7-55 
Kariertr Ruckseite, undated (box 110)

• C.L. Wust Frankfurt no. 123, 
approximately 1811-1927 (box 110)

• Unknown publisher, blue and black 
gingham pattern, undated (box 110)

• B. Dondorf Frankfurt Whist, undated 
(box 110)

2017 description of historic card games

Series II. Card games, 1811-1993 (bulk 1890-1950)

Physical Description: 3.84 Cubic Feet (27 boxes)
Scope and Contents Note: Materials contain playing cards and card games collected 
by Bill Harrah (1811-1993, bulk 1890-1950). Card decks include standard playing 
cards and various card games such as divination cards, educational card games, 
and other novelty cards.

Excerpts from item-level description:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The card games had been minimally processed in 2002. To better meet researcher needs, in 2017 we performed intensive processing of the playing cards. We arranged them by their countries of origin and described each deck of cards individually.



Material processed at the folder level (2002) were reprocessed (2017).
Processing was easily extended for material that had been originally 
processed at the box level or series level (level 2).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In preparing Harrah’s corporate archives for researchers, we performed both reprocessing and extensible processing. The portion of the collection that had more granular description (such as folder titles and folder numbers) had to be reprocessed—previous work was undone and redone. However, the minimal processing that had been performed in 2002 could be built upon and extended without wasting any previous effort.



Harrah’s archives
Processing was 
helped by:

• Legacy scope & contents 
and historical notes 
informed arrangement

• Inventory was 
imperfect, but accurate

• Inventory noted 
materials that had been 
removed from 
collection

Processing was 
hindered by:
• Few dates in 

description
• Folder numbers written 

on folders 

Looking through folders to 
find dates and erasing 
folder numbers slowed us 
down.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What helped us? What hindered us? In taking this collection to the next level, we found the legacy scope and contents note was extremely helpful in our understanding of the collections’ contents and importance. And, although the legacy inventory was incomplete, it accurately reflected what was and what was not in the boxes. The processing actions that cost the most time were: the 2002 processor had foldered, labeled, and numbered folders in 21 boxes, we had to redo all that work—either erasing old folder titles or discarding folders (and wasting resources).



IV. Lessons learned
…ways to do your future self a favor

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we cursed our predecessors (which were, as I mentioned, often ourselves), while working on these collections, we wondered, in our current environment, where iterative processing is the goal and norm, how can we make this easier for our future selves? For us, the biggest takeaways were...



Actions in 
support of 
extensible 
processing

Document your actions and 
knowledge of collection

Recommend actions/plans 
for future processing

Ensure description aligns 
with physical materials

Limit physical work to 
stabilizing material & 
restoring original order

During a survey, accessioning, 
and/or minimal processing:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During the first pass, that is during a preliminary survey, accessioning, triage, or minimal processing...whatever the first point of contact or effort is at your repository...The most important thing is to document your actions and insights, for future processors. Record what you learned and what you did in a central file.During a survey or accessioning you’re looking at the collection holistically, take the time to create a processing plan or document your recommendations for the person who may someday process the collection. Record it in a central file.Make sure to update the description and collection file as actions are performed on the collection and the collections changes over time. Documentation needs to accurately reflect what is (and is not) in the collection.Limit physical work to stabilizing the materials and restoring original order. During the first pass do not refolder unless necessary; do not number folders; do not rearrange materials, unless chunks of material are very obviously out of place (an A-Z or chronological run that has been disrupted).



Level of
Effort

Level of
Control Description Arrangement Preservation Appraisal

1
Minimal

Collection 
Level

Collection-level 
record in MARC or 
EAD (at least DACS 
single level 
minimum) possibly 
with a brief box 
listing

As is Rebox if unserviceable 
in current housing.

Weeding not 
appropriate at this 
level. For collections 
with privacy 
concerns 
throughout, restrict 
entire collection 
from users and 
review for use on 
demand.

2
Low

Series or 
Subseries 

Level

Brief finding aid or 
detailed MARC 
notes 
(arrangement and 
scope & content) 
with 
series/subseries 
descriptions 
and/or box 
listings.

Put series 
and/or boxes 
into rough 
order.

Replace damaged 
boxes. House loose 
items. Replace 
folders, binders, or 
envelopes only if 
unserviceable.

Appraise series, 
subseries, or large, 
discernible chunks, but 
avoid finer levels of 
weeding. For series 
with privacy concerns 
throughout, restrict 
entire series from 
users and review for 
use on demand

“Guidelines for Efficient Archival Processing in the University of California Libraries”  (p. 15-16)
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During this experience, we found that time spent on arrangement and description done in the aggregate—at the collection or series level, was never wasted. (That is level 1 or 2 on the UC chart.) The intellectual work—administrative documentation and descriptive work—was by far the most helpful.



Level of
Effort

Level of
Control Description Arrangement Preservation Appraisal

3
Moderate

File Level
(expedited)

Succinct finding 
aid with 
abbreviated folder 
lists or simple 
inventories. 
Existing 
description 
repurposed.

Put folders in 
rough order. 
Preserve original 
order when 
usable. Perform 
rough sort of 
loose items.

Replace boxes. Retain 
existing folders and 
labels when in good 
shape.

Appraise at the folder 
level; avoid finer levels 
of weeding. Segregate 
folders with privacy 
concerns.

4
Intensive

Folder Level
(traditional)

Finding aid 
includes detailed 
folder lists, scope 
and content 
notes, and/or 
historical notes. 
Folder titles are 
refined and 
standardized.

Put folders in 
order. Impose new 
organizational 
scheme or make 
significant 
improvements. 
Sort loose items 
into folders.

Replace boxes and 
folders. Selectively 
perform preservation 
actions for fragile or 
valuable items.

Appraise at the folder 
level; avoid finer levels 
of weeding. Segregate 
folders with privacy 
concerns.

“Guidelines for Efficient Archival Processing in the University of California Libraries”  (p. 15-16)
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On the other hand, work that proved to be the most difficult to carry forward was the physical work, particularly early work performed at the folder-level. The least helpful was probably level 3 or 4 processing that had been performed only on part of a collection—that type of work consistently had to be redone when the collection was thoroughly assessed and processed as a whole.



Iterative, extensible processing

Lay a solid foundation: 
surveys, inventories, 
accessioning, and/or  
minimal processing

Build a framework for 
future arrangement 
and description: 
processing plan

Presenter
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Our experience during this project indicated that the best support for iterative extensible processing techniques occurs up front. Surveys, inventories, accessioning, and minimal processing can and should provide a firm foundation for future work. A processing plan should provide a framework for future arrangement and description. In closing, I’ll show you a quick time lapse of the construction of UNLV’s new Hospitality Hall.
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The new Hall is named after William Harrah, whose archives we just discussed. And as I mentioned, this college was also the original custodian of the Royer Collection. When I was trying to figure out which processing actions are most extensible, it helped me to picture my processing work in the context of constructing a building. To begin with, you need to communicate your concept and design,
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so that your work and the work done after you is in alignment with the overarching plan.
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If you’re one of the first people on the scene, your job is to lay the groundwork for the next crew.
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You need to lay a solid foundation that will support the entire structure.
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You must construct a strong framework that will accommodate extension and additions in the future.
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Every step of the way you should be mindful that subsequent work will be built upon the work that you have begun.
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QUESTIONS?
cyndi.shein@unlv.edu

Cyndi Shein ·  Head, Special Collections & Archives Technical Services

America’s Great Gamble project website:
https://sites.google.com/unlv.edu/americas-great-gamble-nhprc/home

UNLV  University Libraries

Special Collections & Archives
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Thank you for listening. If you’d like to see the project documentation, we saved it all online.  Here’s a link to the project website: https://sites.google.com/unlv.edu/americas-great-gamble-nhprc/home Feel free to contact mel if you have any follow-up questions.�
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